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COVER: This photograph shows a typical hill of very thick loess in a bluff area

next to one of the major loess sources in the Illinois River Valley of central

Illinois. Note the characteristic terracettes (catsteps) ringing the hill.

MAPS: The back cover pocket contains maps showing the thickness of Peoria

loess (Figure 1), Roxana loess (Figure 2), and total loess (Figure 3) in Illinois.
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Studies of the loess in Illinois began in the late

nineteenth century, when geologists noted thick de-

posits in the uplands bordering the major river valleys

(Worthen 1866). Many of the early workers believed

that much of the loess had been laid down by flowing

water but that the very thick loess bordering the river

valleys may have been deposited by the wind (Lev-

erette 1899, Chamberlain 1897). They also noted that

the loess on the east side of river valleys was thicker

than the loess on the west. Theories about an aqueous

origin had difficulty explaining this difference. Since

then many studies have supported aeolian transport

and deposition of the loess. Today there is general

agreement that the loess in Illinois was deposited by

the wind (Willman and Frye 1970, Fehrenbacher 1973).

The main source of loess was the sediments left on

the valley floors by flooding of the major Pleistocene

rivers that carried the melt waters from the glaciers.

During dry periods of low water, the wind picked up
the loess in the form of dust from the valley floors

and carried it out over the uplands.

In Illinois, it appears from the contours of the

thickness of the loess (Figures 1-3) that a greater part

of it was deposited by west or northwest winds. This

explanation for the method of deposition accounts for

the greater thickness of the loess to the east of valleys

than to the west or northwest of them, but winds

from other directions were also important, especially

southwesterly winds in the southern part of the state

(Fehrenbacher et al. 1965). Handy (1976) reviewed the

distribution of the loess by variable winds and sug-

gested factors that may have been involved in the

thickness of deposits near the source as well as far

from it, such as the configuration (width and length)

of valley sources, the local topography of the valley

bluffs, variable wind speed, and the direction of the

wind.

Early investigators recognized two major deposits

of loess in Illinois (Leighton and MacClintock 1930).

The uppermost loess, in which most Illinois soils

formed, was called Peorian; the lower bed was the

Late Sangamon. Later the Peorian was changed to

Peoria, and the Late Sangamon loess was called Farm-

dale loess. More recently Farmdale loess has been

changed to Roxana loess (Frye and Willman 1960). A
third loess, occurring beneath the Roxana in only a

few areas in extreme southern, western, and north-

western Illinois, has been correlated as the Loveland

loess. It is of minor importance because it seldom if

ever is the parent material of present-day surficial soils.

In much of Illinois — outside of the younger Wis-

consinan drift in the northeastern part of the state —
the Peoria and Roxana loesses overlie a strongly de-

veloped soil that formed in glacial drift of Illinoian

age. This soil, called the Sangamon soil or Sangamon
paleosol, is designated as a paleosol because it formed
in a previous climate to the present and is usually

buried. On some slopes, however, the Sangamon pa-

leosol has been exposed by erosion and is an exhumed
paleosol. The term "Sangamon soil" applies to a

number of soil series formed during the Sangamon
interglacial period in many parent materials under

various drainage and vegetative conditions. The nearly

level or flat interfluves (plains or broad uplands be-

tween incised streams) have very slowly permeable

paleosols. Other areas have paleosols that are more
permeable and naturally better drained.

Early pedologists or soil scientists noted the wide-

spread occurrence of loess in Illinois, especially in the

western and southern parts of the state (Hopkins et

al. 1911). They also recognized the close relationship

of soil development and productivity to the thickness

of loess, particularly where the loess overlies the very

slowly permeable Sangamon paleosol. This early rec-

ognition of the pedologic importance of loess as a

parent material and the significance of its thickness in

the development of Illinois soils led to measurements

of the thickness of loess all over the state beginning

in the early twentieth century and continuing today.

These measurements have been used to construct maps
showing the total thickness of the loess (Peoria loess

and Roxana loess combined) throughout the state by

Smith et al. (1935), Smith (1942), and Fehrenbacher

et al. (1967, 1984). Leighton and Willman (1950) and

Willman and Frye (1970) assembled maps of the total

thickness of loess from some of these maps and from

the more detailed maps made for northeastern Illinois

by Wascher et al. (1960), for southeastern and southern

Illinois by Fehrenbacher et al. (1965), and for north-

western Illinois by Wascher et al. (1971). The maps of

Fehrenbacher et al. (1965) showed the thickness of

the Roxana (formerly Farmdale) loess separately in

southern Illinois; the map of Wascher et al. (1971)

showed only the thickness of the Peorian (Peoria)

loess.

In this study summarizing the many measurements

of the thickness of loess made over the years by the

soil survey of Illinois, we develop and update the

maps of the thickness of loess throughout the state,

and we discuss factors affecting the distribution of

loess and its effect on Illinois soils.

We gratefully acknowledge the help of many former

and present soil scientists in measuring the thickness

of the loess in Illinois.



Methods

Measurements of the thickness of loess were ordinarily

made during early soil surveys of the counties in

Illinois, but it was not until the late 1920s and early

1930s that a concerted effort was made to outline the

broad thickness pattern of deposits throughout the

state. By then it was not only recognized that the

thickness of loess had a strong influence on soil

development and productivity, but it was also noted

that the amount of loess in and below the soil profile

affected the handling and management of soils for

recreational, engineering, and other uses.

When Smith (1942) constructed one of the earlier

maps of the total thickness of loess for Illinois, about

1,300 measurements of loess had been made. Since

1942, some 5,300 additional thicknesses have been

measured in the state, making about 6,600 observations

of Peoria and total loess in Illinois. The thickness of

Roxana loess was noted in about 800 of the 6,600

measurements. In the rest of the observations, Roxana

loess was either absent or unidentifiable.

In addition to measurements of loess made during

progressive county soil surveys, observations were

made during the revision of the legends of county soil

maps in the 1950s and 1960s and during special

studies, field trips, and soil survey reviews. Modern
soil surveys of the last several decades have tended

to limit the description and sampling of many soils to

a depth of 60 inches. This practice unfortunately has

resulted in fewer observations of the thickness of loess

and other features of the material below 60 inches

that affect the performance of the entire soil profile.

The thickness of the loess was measured on stable

landscape positions, where there was little possibility

of erosion of material to lower positions or of depo-

sition of materials from higher land. Most measure-

ments were made on slopes of 1 to 2 percent, but

some measurements in rolling areas were made on

slopes of as much as 3 to 4 percent. In a few cases

where the thickness was erratic or uncertain, several

observations in a local area were averaged.

Hand augers, hand probes, and, in the last several

years, truck-mounted power probes were used to ob-

serve the loess. Suitable road cuts, tile and pipeline

trenches, and other excavations provided many good

sites for measuring the sheets of loess.

Some boundaries between beds of loess or between

loess and other materials, such as till or outwash, were

abrupt, but others were gradual. In some of the

measurements, determining the lower boundary of the

Peoria and Richland loesses presented problems. The
lower boundary of the Richland loess, which is the

upper part of the Peoria loess that overlies the Wood-
fordian tills in northeastern Illinois, was often sharp

and marked by an increase in sand content. But in

the southernmost, older part of the Woodfordian tills

in an area in east central Illinois including Douglas

County and its surrounding seven or eight counties

(area 7, Figure 1), a mixed zone composed of sediment

produced by beveling of the till and the lower incre-

ments of loess sometimes resulted in a gradual or

diffuse boundary that was difficult to determine.

Where the Peoria loess beyond the Wisconsinan

morainal border overlies the Farmdale soil, which

formed mainly in the upper portion of the Roxana

loess, the boundary between the two is often marked
by a change in color from a yellowish brown (10YR

5/4-5/6) or a light gray (2.5Y 7/2) to a reddish brown
(5YR 5/4) to light brown (7.5YR 6/4). The Farmdale,

a weakly developed soil, often had an accumulation

of organic matter in a darkened A horizon. Where
thicker than about 60 to 80 inches, the Peoria loess is

often calcareous, whereas the Roxana loess is leached

unless it is very thick.

Measurements of the thickness of loess were first

plotted on county road maps and later compiled on

large state maps (scale 1:500,000 or 1 inch equals 8

miles). The larger river valleys, which were the major

sources of loess, were drawn on the basis of their

present valleys. Included with the valleys were gravelly

and sandy areas and a few lakebeds that had very

little or no loess cover. Loess isothickness lines were

placed by visual inspection. Finally, the large maps of

loess deposits were reduced for publication.

In drawing the loess isothickness lines, somewhat
different intervals of thickness were used for these

maps than for previous maps. For example, the 20-,

40-, and 60-inch thickness lines of loess, which more

nearly correspond to the loess thickness boundaries of

many soil series presently mapped in Illinois, were

used instead of the 25-, 50-, and 75-inch thickness

lines of earlier maps.

Peoria Loess

Peoria loess is the major parent material of Illinois

soils. As shown in Figure 1, it ranges in thickness from

less than 20 inches to more than 300 inches. Soils that

are derived from loess appear over about 63 percent

of the state, and much of the remainder of the state

has soils that have loess in their upper profiles (Feh-

renbacher et al. 1984). In extreme northeastern Illinois,

even the thin (often less than 10 inches), silty A



horizons, which are low in sand compared to under-

lying B horizons, are believed to have developed in

loess. The Peoria loess is the surficial loess of Illinois

outside or beyond the Wisconsinan morainal border

(see Figure 1). Within this border in northeastern

Illinois, the lower portion of the Peoria loess is buried

by younger Woodfordian (upper Wisconsinan) tills and

is called the Morton loess. The upper portion of the

Peoria loess that overlies the Woodfordian tills and is

called the Richland loess (Frye and Willman 1960) is

important to Illinois soils, but the buried Morton loess

has little pedologic significance.

Peoria loess is a very desirable soil parent material.

When deposited about 22,000 to 12,500 years B.P

(Willman and Frye 1970) in the Woodfordian Substage

of the Wisconsinan Glacial Stage, it was limey, aver-

aging about 15 to 25 percent calcium carbonate equiv-

alent. A silt to silt loam in texture, the Peoria loess

was high in plant nutrients except for nitrogen. It is

one of the very important factors in the development

of highly productive soils in Illinois and the Midwest.

The Peoria loess thickness shows a close relationship

to the river valley source areas (number 8, Figure 1),

especially in western and southern Illinois. In extreme

northwestern Illinois, the loess isothickness lines par-

allel the Mississippi Valley and also may be related to

the Iowan erosional surface (Ruhe 1969a) just west of

the Mississippi Valley in northeastern Iowa.

The geological and pedological history of north-

western Illinois near the Green River-Rock River Low-
land, a major loess source area, has been much con-

fused in the past. The area in question also extends

between the Rock River Valley and the Wisconsinan

morainal border from this lowland northward beyond
the Illinois-Wisconsin state line. The areas labeled 6

and 7 in Figure 1 adjacent to this lowland and ex-

tending northward near the Rock River have relatively

thin Peoria loess (60 to 80 and 40 to 60 inches), and
in many places, these areas lie rather abruptly next to

areas with thick loess. Previously, areas with thin loess

were usually explained by assigning the underlying

materials to a younger age or by suggesting that they

were covered by younger Wisconsinan ice and that

only the later portion of the loess was deposited and
left after the ice melted. In the not too distant past,

the underlying materials were assigned to the Altonian

and Woodfordian substages of the Wisconsinan Glacial

Stage. But many notes on the soils and thickness of

loess in these areas mention the presence of Roxana
loess, a completely preserved paleosol, remnants of a

well-developed paleosol, or a very thick B horizon

formed in the till below the Peoria loess. The paleosols

in till generally are too strongly developed for the

Altonian age and definitely do not fit into the younger

Woodfordian. Therefore, we have concluded that the

tills are of Illinoian age and that the thin loess areas

around the Green River-Rock River Lowland are due

to erosion of the lower portion of the Peoria loess, the

Roxana, and often a part or all of the Sangamon
paleosol. The Peoria loess in the area between the

Rock River and the Wisconsinan morainal border is

much thinner than it is west of the river but about

the same as it is east of the Wisconsinan morainal

border. This difference in thickness suggests that ero-

sion of this area occurred when the Wisconsinan ice

melted after forming the Bloomington (Wisconsinan)

morainal border (Willman and Frye 1970). This erosion

probably corresponded in part to the cutting of the

Iowan erosional surface (Ruhe 1969a). The Rock River

Valley north of Lee County was only a minor source

of loess.

East of the Green River-Rock River Lowland in

Bureau County, the thin loess on the face of the gently

sloping Bloomington moraine (Wisconsinan morainal

border) is believed to be caused by "loess blowover"

because the loess thickens just east of the moraine

front before thinning further to the east. For some
reason, the loess failed to lodge on the front of the

moraine.

In northeastern Illinois, there are often abrupt changes

in the thickness of Richland (Upper Peoria) loess at

the border between younger and older sheets of till

that are similar to the offsets at the Wisconsinan

morainal border. The Woodfordian tills become younger

as the extreme northeastern corner of the state is

approached.

Various workers in Illinois have developed and used

several kinds of mathematical expressions to show the

thinning of loess from a source. Among these equations

are an exponential model by Krumbein (1937), a

logarithmic model employed by Smith (1942) and by
Fehrenbacher et al. (1965), and an additive exponential

model by Frazee et al. (1970). The model by Frazee

et al. (1970) involving only Peoria loess best explains

the changes in the thickness of loess and seems pref-

erable to the others because it appears to fit the data

best and readily permits the introduction of additional

terms for any further changes in the thinning pattern.

Handy (1976) reviewed these systems as well as several

other models concerned with midwestern loess.

Roxana Loess

The Roxana loess lies immediately below the Peoria

loess in western and southern Illinois. The Roxana

may be absent, however, because of erosion, or it may
be unidentifiable in areas where it is generally less

than about 15 inches thick. Roxana loess is not present

in northeastern Illinois within the Wisconsinan mo-



rainal border, where it has been "plowed under" by

more recent Woodfordian glaciations. The distribution

of Roxana loess is shown in Figure 2. It ranges in

thickness from less than 15 inches to more than 150

inches. One should note, however, that the intervals

of thickness between isopachs in Figure 2 are different

from those in Figures 1 and 3. Roxana loess is only

about 15 to 50 percent as thick as Peoria loess. It thins

somewhat faster than Peoria loess with distance from

a source, but similar equations can be used to depict

its thinning pattern.

The Roxana, as reported here, is a silt loam in texture

and reddish brown (5YR 5/4) to light brown (7.5YR

6/4) in color. It is often described as having a pinkish

cast. It is usually leached of primary carbonates unless

it is very thick, but secondary carbonates are present

in places where they have accumulated after leaching

from overlying Peoria loess. Where the weakly devel-

oped Farmdale soil is present at the top of the Roxana

loess, a darkened A horizon of accumulated organic

matter is usually present. The Roxana is generally

radiocarbon dated older than 22,00 years B.P, and the

Farmdale soil at 22,00 to 28,00 years B.P. (Willman

and Frye 1970).

The pattern in which Roxana loess was deposited

shows a close relationship to the major river valleys

similar to that shown by Peoria loess. In western

Illinois the Roxana follows the course of the ancient

Mississippi Valley better than that of the present

Mississippi Valley. The ancient Mississippi Valley in

northwestern Illinois ran from western Whiteside

County southeast across the lowland between the

Green and Rock rivers into southeastern Bureau County,

where it joined and flowed down the present Illinois

River Valley to its junction with the present Mississippi

Valley at the southern border of Calhoun and Jersey

counties. The ancient Mississippi Valley was blocked

temporarily during the Illinoian glacial advance (An-

derson 1968), forcing the Mississippi to the southwest,

where it took over a part of the Iowa and Des Moines

River valleys. Later the ancient valley reopened for a

time but was finally closed by the advancing Wiscon-

sinan glacier, probably in western Bureau County.

During this deposition, more Roxana loess was blown

from the ancient Mississippi Valley than from the

present Mississippi Valley.

Remnants of Roxana loess are present in places near

the Green River-Rock River Lowland and northward

along the Rock River in areas labeled 7 in Figure 2.

In other places Peoria loess lies directly on remnants

of well-developed B horizons of the Sangamon paleo-

sol. Both of these facts indicate considerable erosion.

The areas that are labeled 7 in Mercer, southern Henry,

and southern Stark counties are different in that they

have a sandy lens or outwash below relatively thin

Peoria loess; any Roxana loess present below the sandy

material is not well documented.

In south central and southern Illinois, in the large

area of less than 15 inches of Roxana loess (number

6, Figure 2), a loamy zone is often present between

the loess and the Sangamon soil that formed in the

Illinoian drift (Follmer 1970, 1982). The loamy zone,

which is a mixture of loess and till, apparently formed

by pedoturbation (disturbance of the soil), bioturbarion

(mixing of the soil brought about by plant and animal

life), and other mixing processes in which thin incre-

ments of loess were mixed with the Sangamon paleo-

sol. When present, the mixed material is below either

Peoria or Roxana loess. On some eroded surfaces of

the Sangamon paleosol, the mixed zone may be absent,

and the loess rests directly on remnants of the well-

developed Sangamon B horizon.

In soil studies, the mixed zone has been designated

as II (2) material if it is directly below Peoria loess,

and III (3) material if it is below Roxana loess. The

lower, rather weakly developed horizons of present-

day soils in less than 50 to 60 inches of loess are often

formed in the mixed materials. Where soil formation

extends downward beyond the mixed zone, the ho-

rizons in the Illinoian drift below are designated as

being formed in III (3) or IV (4) materials.

The mixed zone, which usually shows an increase

in sand content with increasing depth, has been des-

ignated as a sandy silt facies of Roxana loess (Johnson

et al. 1972, Follmer 1982). This interpretation has been

questioned by Olson and Ruhe (1979) because the

mixed zone does not conform to a thinning pattern

consistent with the model for the aeolian transport or

dispersion of loess in the Midwest. They consider the

sandy phase or the mixed zone as no more than a

lower texrural zone in Peoria loess. We disagree with

both of these designations and prefer to call it a mixed

zone or a mixed II (2) or III (3) material zone. It is a

mixture of the underlying Sangamon paleosol and the

lower portion of Peoria loess, or the lower portion of

Roxana loess, or of the entire Roxana loess. It is neither

loess nor till but a mixture of the two produced locally

when the boundary of several inches of the two was

exposed to the prevailing climatic and biotic conditions.

It should not be assigned either to loess or to till. We
recommend that it be classified as a formation in the

stratigraphic code and named the Casey Formation for

the city of Casey in Clark County, Illinois, which lies

about eight miles north of the study area of Follmer

(1970, 1982). The type location of the Casey Formation

would be the study area of Follmer (1970, 1982), T9N-
R14W, Section 6 in Clark County, Illinois.

Roxana loess is of some importance to soils in Illinois

on sloping areas where the overlying Peoria loess is

thin. In more level areas of thin loess, Roxana loess

adds to the total thickness of loess above the very

slowly permeable Sangamon paleosol.



Total Loess

The total thickness of loess, a combination of Peoria

loess and Roxana loess, is shown in Figure 3. As would

be expected, its relationship to source areas, its thinning

patterns, and many other features are similar to those

of Peoria and Roxana loesses considered separately.

Now because of the availability of many more obser-

vations, much more detail — especially in areas of thin

loess — is shown in Figure 3 than in previous maps
of total loess by Smith et al. (1935) and by Smith

(1942). But the broad pattern of the distribution of

loess in the state remains about the same.

Loveland loess, which underlies Roxana loess in

unglaciated areas in southern, western, and north-

western Illinois, adds to the total thickness of loess in

a few, nearly level, uneroded areas. Loveland loess is

pro-Illinoian in age, and where uneroded, contains a

well-developed Sangamon paleosol. It is of very little,

if any, importance to present-day soils.

A few calculations based on the thicknesses of loess

shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 suggest that an average

of about 6V2 feet of Peoria loess and IV2 feet of Roxana

loess were deposited as the surficial cover on about

28.4 million acres of uplands in Illinois. About 7.6

million acres of the total of 36 million acres in the

state are shown as the sources of loess or areas with

little or no loess in Figures 1, 2, and 3.

Using average soil bulk densities of 1.4 grams per

cubic centimeter for Peoria loess and 1.5 grams per

cubic centimeter for Roxana loess, the average thick-

nesses translate into 351 billion tons of Peoria loess

and 92 billion tons of Roxana loess for a total surficial

loess deposit of 443 billion tons in the state. The 443

billion tons do not include an estimated 50 billion tons

of Morton (lower Peoria) and Roxana loesses beneath

or incorporated in the Woodfordian tills in northeastern

Illinois.

Significant amounts of loess have been removed by

erosion in sloping areas in the state since the close of

the major loess deposition. The rate of erosion has

accelerated many times in the last century or two of

intensive cultivation. These amounts have not been

calculated or subtracted. The eroded loess and other

soil materials have been deposited as sediment in

nearby waterways, stream valleys, and lakes, and in

the Gulf of Mexico.

The Effect of Loess

on Illinois Soils

Having presented maps of the thickness of the Peoria

and Roxana loesses in Illinois (individually and com-

bined) and discussed various aspects of the deposition

and distribution of the loess, we now give several

examples of how the soils of Illinois are affected by

the thickness of loess and the characteristics of the

material below it. (See also the discussion on the

thickness of loess in Illinois by Fehrenbacher et al.

[1986].)

Early recognition of the importance of loess as a

parent material of Illinois soils led to a number of

studies concerned with the influence of loess on soil

development (Norton 1933; Bray 1934, 1935, and

1937; Smith et al. 1935; and Smith 1942). These studies

of loess-derived soils primarily involved the changes

in the character of the soil as the loess in central

Illinois thins systematically southeastward from the

thick deposits in Cass and Menard counties to the thin

deposits in Fayette County. The major source of loess

for the study area was in the Illinois River Valley,

mainly in Mason County just north and northwest of

Cass and Menard counties. In the upland study area,

the loess overlies the very slowly permeable Sangamon
paleosol on the nearly level to slightly undulating

interfluves. The thickness ranged from about 45 to

300 inches for Peoria loess, from 10 to 100 inches for

Roxana loess, and from 55 to 400 inches for total

loess.

Norton (1933) described five stages of development

in the Prairie Soils or Grassland Soils of the Midwest,

including five soils in Illinois. Bray (1934, 1935, and

1937) studied properties of the five stages in the area

from Cass to Fayette County, and in 1937 termed the

five stages the Hartsburg-Cisne developmental series.

Hartsburg, the least developed soil, was followed by

Grundy, Harrison, Cowden, and Cisne, the most

strongly developed soil.

The early soil studies noted increasing development

of the soil with thinning of the loess. As the loess

thinned, the soils showed more sharply differentiated

horizons. They became more acid and generally lower

in base saturation. Surface color became lighter, and

organic matter decreased. The amount of clay in the

B horizon increased, and the permeability of the soil

decreased. Bray (1937) suggested that the greater de-

velopment on the Cisne end of the sequence was
primarily due to thinner loess and therefore the more
immediate influence of the underlying, very slowly

permeable Sangamon paleosol. Smith (1942), follow-

ing some changes in the concepts of soil series, recast

the sequence as Hartsburg, Muscatine, Herrick, Cow-



den, and Cisne in order of increasing development.

He suggested that the increasing development of the

soil that occurs with the thinning of the loess was

caused by the greater effective age of the thin loess

soils. The mechanism he proposed involved the leach-

ing of carbonates annually from thin increments of

loess as they were laid down, resulting in completely

leached loess in the areas of thin loess at the close of

the deposition and essentially unleached loess in the

areas of thick loess. The effective age or exposure to

podzolic weathering of the Cisne was nearly twice

that of Hartsburg according to this proposal. Smith's

calculations of the effective age of the soils in the

sequence used leaching of carbonates and were based

on the questionable assumptions of a constant amount
of carbonates throughout the loess and a constant rate

of loess deposition.

A number of more recent studies tend to refute

these assumptions. Frye et al. (1968) showed four clay

mineral zones in the Peoria loess near the Illinois River

Valley and attributed the variations to changes in the

source sediments of the loess, thus indicating that the

composition of the loess is not necessarily uniform.

Kleiss (1973) confirmed the mineral zonation of Frye

et al. and traced it with the thinning of the loess

southeastward for some forty miles in the same area

of Smith's (1942) traverse number 1. Kleiss also con-

cluded that the younger, upper two clay mineral zones

(III and IV) comprised 65 to 75 percent of the total

loess and that on the average they were deposited six

times faster than the lower two increments (zones I

and II). The lower increments contained less carbonates

than the upper zones.

In a study employing the radiocarbon dating of very

weakly developed soils or dark bands at various levels

in deposits of loess, Ruhe (1969b) revealed greater

rates of deposition of the later or upper increments of

loess. In a similar study involving well-developed

paleosols as well as bands, Ruhe et al. (1971) concluded

that the deposition of loess was interrupted many
times and that the rates of deposition were not nec-

essarily uniform in any loess sheet.

The suggestion of Kleiss (1973) that the uppermost

zone of loess is relatively young even in areas with

thin loess is reinforced by measurements of the thick-

ness of loess in east central Illinois at the Wisconsinan

morainal border (Fehrenbacher et al. 1965). About 40

to 45 inches of Peoria (Richland) loess are on Wiscon-

sinan till just north of the border, and about 60 inches

of total loess are present for a few miles south of the

border on the Illinoian drift plain. The Roxana loess

is about 10 to 15 inches thick south of the border;

therefore, most of the 45 to 50 inches of Peoria loess

in the region of strongly developed claypan Cisne soils

(Albaqualfs) south of the morainal border is the same
age as the Peoria (Richland) loess to the north where

Flanagan (Argiudolls) soils are found.

The presence of Denny soils (Albaqualfs) in small,

isolated "gray spots" in regional Udoll areas of thick

loess (Ipava and Muscatine in the soil-development

sequence) is also evidence that a much longer period

of time is not needed for the development of Alba-

qualfs (Smeck and Runge 1971).

Over time this developmental sequence of loess soils

has become known as the Illinois Soil-Development

Sequence, or the Illinois Soil-Maturity Sequence. Some
concepts of the soil series in the sequence have changed
slightly, and a few soil series have been renamed. The
sequence has been expanded on the weakly developed

end to include two soils formed mainly, if not entirely,

in loess from the Mississippi River Valley. The soils in

the sequence have been re-examined and resampled.

Averages of the older and newer data are given in the

accompanying table. Data for each soil series repre-

senting a stage of development are an average of at

least two pedons or soil profiles. Most of the older

pedons were sampled in the 1930s, and most of the

newer ones in the 1970s. The newer data are mainly

from the unpublished dissertation of Lohse (1979). In

the table the stages of development are numbered,
and the degrees of development are described in

strength terms that cover the range of Illinois soils.

The approximate locations of the pedons used in the

present study are shown in Figure 4.

The Illinois Soil-Development Sequence in order of

increasing development now includes the Joy, Mus-
catine, Ipava, Herrick, Cowden, and Cisne soil series.

The classification of the six soils in the sequence are

as follows: Joy — fine-silty, mixed, mesic Aquic Ha-
pludolls; Muscatine — fine-silty, mixed, mesic Aquic

Hapludolls (most Muscatine soil in Illinois is in Aquic

Argiudolls); Ipava — fine, montmorillonitic, mesic

Aquic Argiudolls; Herrick — fine, montmorillonitic,

mesic Aquic Argiudolls; Cowden — fine, montmoril-

lonitic, mesic Mollic Albaqualfs; and Cisne — fine,

montmorillonitic, mesic Mollic Albaqualfs.

The following are some points to consider in con-

nection with the data on the development sequence

in the table. The pH and base saturation of Al or Ap
horizons may be strongly influenced by liming and

other agricultural practices. The Joy, Muscatine, and
Ipava (stages 1 through 3) have A3 and/or Bl horizons

and do not have A2 (E) horizons. The Herrick (stage

4) has a definite A2 (E) horizon, but it is not an albic

horizon. The Cowden and Cisne soils have strongly

developed A2 (E) or albic horizons. Cowden and

especially Cisne usually have B2A2 (degrading B2)

horizons at the boundary of A to B horizons. In the

table, B2A2 horizons were included with B2 horizons.

CI horizons were leached of carbonates and often

showed some weak pedogenetic structure. C2 horizons

were massive, calcareous loess; they were not present



Site and
profile number

Stage of

development Soil series

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Joy

Joy

Joy

Muscatine

Muscatine

Ipava

Ipava

Ipava

Ipava

Herrick

Herrick

Cowden

Cowden

Cisne

Cisne

Figure 4. Location of sampling sites of the six soil series in the Illinois Soil-Development Sequence.

in stages 4, 5, and 6 — the three most strongly de-

veloped stages. The high base saturation of the Cow-
den soils below the Al horizon may be due in part

to higher than normal sodium content because Cowden
is normally associated with high-sodium soils. In the

Illinois Soil-Development Sequence, only the Cisne

soils have a IIB horizon. A mineralogical study by

Beavers et al. (1955) showed that montmorillonite is

by far the dominant clay mineral in all of these loess

soils. The last three soils in the table have been included

for comparison; a discussion of these soils follows the

section on the soil-development sequence.

Some trends are apparent from the data in the table

because of increasing soil development that occurs

with the thinning of the loess over the very slowly

permeable Sangamon paleosol:



Properties of Selected Illinois Soils Affected by the Thickness and Composition of Loess

Soils and Stages Df the Illinois Soil-Development Sequence Other loess soils

Joy Muscatine Ipava Herrick Cowden Cisne Rutland- Ogle

1 2 3 4 5 6 Flanagan

Moderate

like variant

Moderate Strong

to mod. Mod. to very to mod. Mod.

Horizon'
1 and property Weak Moderate strong strong Strong strong strong strong Weak

Al or Ap

Thickness, inches 13.0 11.5 11.2 11.0 7.5 8.0 15.0 12.0 9.0

Average clay, percent 18.1 25.8 27.7 20.2 17.8 16.4 26.6 35.6 18.7

Organic carbon, percent 2.43 2.86 2.58 2.25 1.91 1.26 2.54 2.2

pH 6.0 5.4 6.0 6.0 5.4 5.3 5.5 5.5 5.7

Cation exchange

capacity, me/lOOg 18.3 23.8 25.0 18.4 14.6 10.3 20.4 26.6

Base saturation, percent 86.9 77.8 90.7 92.2 76.5 53.9 75.0 77.3

A2 or (A3 + Bl) A3+B1 A3+B1 A3+B1 A2 A2 A2 A3+B1 A3+B1

Thickness, inches 9.7 11.5 9.0 4.0 8.5 11.5 3.0 14.0

Average clay, percent 21.4 30.7 32.2 24.0 21.2 16.8 29.6 19.5

Organic carbon, percent 1.30 1.74 1.77 1.54 0.74 0.45 1.63

pH 5.7 5.5 6.0 5.6 5.5 4.5 5.4 5.2

Cation exchange

capacity, me/lOOg 17.6 24.4 25.4 18.2 16.1 8.2 20.6

Base saturation, percent 75.8 82.1 87.0 84.8 88.5 31.0 78.0

B2

Thickness, inches 19.0 19.0 16.8 13.5 15.5 17.5 20.0 12.0 7.0

Average clay, percent 23.2 34.2 36.4 39.5 40.8 43.0 35.6 42.2 17.4

Maximum clay, percent 23.8 34.8 38.1 41.8 45.7 46.0 38.3 43.9 17.4

Organic carbon, percent 0.43 0.66 0.75 0.62 0.54 0.38 0.74 0.60

pH 5.5 5.5 5.8 5.2 6.4 4.6 5.7 6.7 5.0

Cation exchange

capacity, me/lOOg 17.5 25.2 26.5 26.9 27.9 29.2 24.7 24.7

Base saturation, percent 88.8 90.5 89.5 86.6 87.4 42.2 91.3 86.0

B3 + CI

Thickness, inches 22.3 36.0 13.0 29.0 19.5 15.5 7.0 15.0

Average clay, percent 20.6 25.2 27.4 26.8 31.6 32.6 25.0 46.0

Organic carbon, percent 0.15 0.12 0.31 0.22 0.25 0.20 0.46 0.3

pH 6.2 6.6 6.6 6.0 6.8 4.9 7.0 8.3

Cation exchange

capacity, me/lOOg 16.5 19.0 20.3 18.0 21.5 22.2 17.3 12.0

Base saturation, percent 97.0 99.0 99.3 99.6 97.2 65.2 100.0 100.0



Properties of Selected Illinois Soils Affected by the Thickness and Composition of Loess (continued)

Soils and Stages of the Illinois Soil-Development Sequence

Joy Muscatine Ipava Herrick Cowden Cisne

Other loess soils

Rutland- Ogle12 3 4 5 6 Flanagan like variant

Moderate Strong Moderate

to mod. Mod. to very to mod. Mod.

Horizon3 and property Weak Moderate strong strong Strong strong strong strong Weak

C2

Average clay, percent 17.5 16.7

pH 7.8 7.9

Cation exchange

capacity me/lOOg 13.0 13.5

Base saturation, percent 100.0 100.0

CaC03 equivalent,

percent 12.2 12.0

Depth to calcareous

loess, inches 57.3 84.0

Total thickness of

loess, inches 270.0 160.0

Distance from source

of loess, miles 1.6 14.0

Vlaximum total sand in

any horizon, percent 4.2 3.0

19.6 NoC2 NoC2 No C2

7.3 NoC2 NoC2 No C2

12.9 NoC2 NoC2 No C2

100.0 No C2 No C2 No C2

16.0 NoC2 NoC2 No C2

49.0 Acid Acid Acid

130.0 62.0 60.0 52.0

29.0 64.0 72.0 90.0

3.7 8.3 6.2 16.2

in IIB3

NoC2

NoC2

NoC2

NoC2

NoC2

Acid

45.0

80.0

21.5

in IIB3

IIC2

44.3

8.4

14.9

100.0

33.0

80.0

30.0

5.0

13.2 32.3

in IIB2

Soil permeability

High management level

Productivity index

Corn yield, bu/A

Soybean yield, bu/A

Wheat yield, bu/A

Mod-

erate

156

161

48

63

Mod-

erate

160

167

51

64

Mod-

erate

160

163

52

66

Mod.

slow

140

141

45

61

Slow

120

120

37

53

Very Mod-

slow erate

115

115

35

52

160

162

52

67

Mod. Mod-

slow erate

to slow

135

132

45

59

105

103

35

48

a Horizon designations (old and new): Al = Al, Ap = Ap, A2 =

CB, C = C, IIB2 = 2B or 2BW, IIB3 = 2BC or 2CB, IIC2 = 2C2.

E, A3 = AB or EB, Bl = BA or BE, B2 = B or BW, B3 = BC or



1. The organic carbon in the Al or Ap horizon

increases slightly from stage 1 to stage 2 and then

decreases in stages 3 to 6. It appears that organic

matter production (organic carbon multiplied by

1.72) in the Joy soils (stage 1) has not quite reached

its maximum as in the Muscatine soils (stage 2).

From Ipava (stage 3) through Cisne (stage 6), the

amount of organic matter gradually decreases.

Because of the very strong acidity and low base

status in the Cisne soils, less and less organic

matter is produced and greater amounts are sol-

ubilized and flushed from the solum. Surface color,

which is not given in the table, is slightly browner

in Joy soils than in Muscatine and Ipava soils but

becomes progressively grayer and lighter in the

Herrick, Cowden, and Cisne soils.

2. The average clay content in the Al or Ap horizon

follows a pattern similar to that of organic carbon.

The cation exchange capacity, as expected, follows

the trends of both clay content and organic carbon.

3. The presence of an A2 horizon with increasing

development in stages 4 through 6 indicates in-

creasing eluviation.

4. The combined data from horizons A3, A2, and

Bl — predominantly the lower portions of the A
horizon — reveal similar but more pronounced

trends in organic carbon, average clay, and cation

exchange capacity than in the surficial Al and Ap
horizons.

5. Organic carbon in the B2 horizon is slightly higher

in the middle stages than in stages 1 and 6.

6. In the B2 horizon average clay, maximum clay,

and the cation exchange capacity increase with

increasing development. These increases indicate

increasing illuviation over the range of this soil

sequence.

7. The values for base saturation in the A3, Bl, A2,

and B2 horizons do not show much of a trend

except that the value is relatively low in Cisne

soils (stage 6). As noted previously, the high values

for base saturation and pH of Cowden soils may
be due to relatively high sodium content.

8. The trends for both the average clay content and

the cation exchange capacity in the B3 and CI

horizons are generally similar to those in the B2

horizon.

9. There are no outstanding trends in C2 horizons.

The three most advanced stages lack C2 horizons,

and the last stage (Cisne) contains a IIB horizon.

10. Field study and descriptions not given here reveal

increasing horizon differentiation with increasing

development of the soil. They also point out that

boundaries between horizons from stage 1 through

stage 6 change from gradual to clear, and finally

to abrupt.

11. Each of the six soils in the development sequence

is in a separate soil association on the general soil

map of Illinois (Fehrenbacher et al. 1984). The
approximate ranges for the thickness of total loess

of these associations are as follows: Joy, greater

than 300 inches; Muscatine, 90 to greater than

300 inches; Ipava, 80 to 300 inches; Herrick, 60

to 85 inches; Cowden, 50 to 70 inches; and Cisne,

30 to 55 inches.

12. Soil permeability, which is usually determined by

the least permeable horizon, is moderate (the most

desirable) in the first three stages. In the last three

stages, it becomes moderately slow, then slow, and
finally very slow.

13. Productivity indexes and grain crop yields under

high management are not very different in the

first three stages but decline considerably over the

last three stages. (For a discussion of soil produc-

tivity see Fehrenbacher et al. [1978].)

14. Graphs of the trends listed above show a fairly

close relationship to distance from the source of

loess, whether distance is expressed in miles or as

the log of the distance in miles.

Explanation of increased soil development with thin-

ning of loess from a source in the Illinois Soil-Devel-

opment Sequence has usually included three possible

mechanisms. The first is that the wind fractionates

loess as it carries the loess farther from the source and

that this process produces finer-textured loess and soil

at greater distances. Smith (1942) showed that with

distance from the source, the amount of coarser frac-

tions of loess decreased, finer fractions increased, and

the intermediate-sized fractions first increased and then

decreased. The change in particle size is exponential

with distance: near the source, changes are rapid; far

from the source, they are slow. Frazee et al. (1970)

found similar changes in the particle size of loess with

distance from a source. It is believed that changes in

the particle size of the parent loess contributed more

to increasing soil development in the first half of the

Illinois Soil-Development Sequence than in the second

half.

According to the second mechanism, the idea of

effective age (Smith 1942), increments of thin loess

were leached of carbonates annually in the areas of

thin loess, whereas the loess in areas of thick deposits

were not. This process resulted at the close of loess

deposition in leached loess in the areas of thin loess

and in calcareous loess in the areas of thick deposits.

If, as Smith calculated from the loss of carbonates,

the periods during loess deposition and since the close

of loess deposition were about equal, then the soils in

thin loess had been weathering about twice as long

as the soils in thick loess and, therefore, were more

strongly developed. As noted earlier in this section on

the effect of loess on soils, more recent studies suggest

that Smith's theoretical assumptions of the uniform
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composition and constant rate of deposition of loess

are questionable.

The third mechanism involves a wetter soil climate

and a larger potential gradient for base and nutrient

removal as the loess thins (particularly below about

80 to 100 inches) and as the depth to the underlying

acid, very slowly permeable Sangamon paleosol de-

creases. From one end to the other, the Illinois Soil-

Development Sequence does not seem to have expe-

rienced great differences in climate although rainfall

and temperatures are slightly higher now on the

southeastern, more strongly developed end. But the

presence of the very slowly permeable Sangamon
paleosol at shallow depths on the broad, nearly level,

upland drainage divides restricts underdrainage and

produces a higher water table for longer periods and

thus more effective weathering of soil minerals. The

exchange complex of the Sangamon paleosol is now
highly saturated with bases leached from the overlying

loess; before being buried, however, the paleosol was

acid, weathered, and strongly developed. As a result,

it provided a large potential gradient for the removal

of bases from the overlying calcareous loess (Smeck

and Runge 1972). Where the loess is more than about

80 to 100 inches thick, some calcareous loess is usually

present above the formerly acid but now base-satu-

rated paleosol, and the base removal gradient potential

is much reduced or does not exist. On the end of the

sequence with thinner loess, the Sangamon paleosol

at shallow depths increased both the potential base

removal gradient and the amount of water available

for weathering (Runge 1973).

The best mechanism for explaining stronger soil

development in the fourth through the sixth stages of

the sequence in the thinner loess appears to be a

combination of a wetter soil climate leading to in-

creased mineral weathering and of a larger potential

gradient for base and nutrient removal, which causes

an acid soil reaction to develop more quickly. In the

first three stages particle size fractionation of the parent

loess was probably of more importance in producing

differences in soil development.

Although one could conclude that the entire increase

in soil development in this soil sequence is the result

of the thinning of the loess, the nature of the under-

lying Sangamon paleosol and its proximity to materials

in which the surficial soil forms are the determining

factors. The following examples are further evidence

that the nature of the material underlying areas with

thin loess is ordinarily one of the very important

controlling factors in soil development.

Flanagan soils (Aquic Argiudolls) in east-central

Illinois north of the Wisconsinan morainal border, as

noted above, are formed in about 40 to 45 inches of

Peoria (Richland) loess on calcareous, loam, Wiscon-

sinan till. About ten miles south across the morainal

border and the narrow outwash in front of the moraine,

Cisne soils (Mollic Albaqualfs) — stage six of the Illi-

nois Soil-Development Sequence — are formed in about

the same thickness of Peoria loess of the same age on

about ten inches of Roxana loess that lies on the highly

weathered Sangamon paleosol. Data for these two

contrasting soils are given in Table 1. The Flanagan

soils, like Ipava, are classified as fine, montmorillonitic,

mesic Aquic Argiudolls. Flanagan and Ipava are very

similar except that a few of the lower horizons of

Flanagan soils formed in till or mixed II material rather

than loess. While the Sangamon paleosol underlying

the loess in Cisne may be somewhat more impermeable

than the calcareous loam till under Flanagan, one of

the greatest differences between the two is that Flan-

agan soils lacked the large potential gradient for fast

removal of bases.

Also significant is the fact that Flanagan soils form

in 40 to 60 inches of Richland loess overlying calcar-

eous heavy silt loam, loam, or silty clay loam Wiscon-

sinan till, but when the 40 to 60 inches of Richland

loess overlie less permeable silty clay or clay till,

Rutland soils form. Like Flanagan soils, Rutland soils

are classified as fine, montmorillonitic, mesic Aquic

Argiudolls, but as the data in the table on a Rutland-

like soil show (the loess is a bit too thin for a Rutland

soil), a finer-textured soil than Flanagan has formed

in the loess above the silty clay to clay till.

Another example of how the underlying material

strongly influences the development of the soil in

overlying thin loess is present in southwestern Carroll

and northwestern Whiteside counties in northwestern

Illinois. In this area, the Ogle silt loam, silt loam subsoil

variant formed in 30 to 50 inches of thin Peoria loess

over a moderately permeable, reddish paleosol that

developed in till (Ray and Watters 1961). The loess is

about 30 inches thick with considerable sand mixed

in the lower 4 inches. This loess overlies a thick,

moderately permeable, loam to clay loam, till-derived,

paleosol remnant whose original surface horizons have

been removed by erosion. This Sangamon paleosol is

better drained and much more permeable than the

very slowly permeable paleosol that underlies the

Illinois Soil-Development Sequence. The soil is in an

area of thin loess about 5 miles east of the Mississippi

Valley (see Figure 1) and has more than 300 inches of

very thick loess less than 2 miles to the west and less

than 3 miles to the east. The table gives the data only

for particle size of the soil. These data indicate in

general very weak development in the upper loess

portion of the soil, comparable to that found in the

very thick loess of the Joy and Port Byron soils.

Although data on chemical properties are not available,

they are also believed to be similar to those of the Joy

and Port Byron soils. The IIB2 horizon of the paleosol

is moderately developed and moderately permeable.
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The area of thin loess was believed to have been

caused by the presence of late Woodfordian ice with

only the very last, more recent portion of the Peoria

loess accumulating after the melting of the ice. In the

last ten to twenty years, however, the westernmost

Woodfordian glacial border in this region has been

placed at a line about fifty miles to the east of this

area of thin loess. With further study of areas having

unusually thin loess that often lies abruptly next to

thick loess in northwestern Illinois, it is now believed

that erosion probably comparable to the latter part of

the cutting of the Iowan erosion surface in Iowa (Ruhe

1969a) removed most of the loess and part of the

underlying paleosol. The thick paleosol B horizon

remnant remaining at the Ogle variant site in south-

western Carroll County is probably a part of the

Sangamon paleosol developed in Illinoian till. The

moderately permeable underlying till paleosol and the

coarse-textured and relatively recent loess have com-

bined to form a weakly developed soil in the thin

loess comparable to soils formed in very thick loess

in adjacent areas.

Other examples of how the thickness of loess and

the nature of underlying materials affect soils in Illinois,

including sloping soils formed in different thicknesses

of loess over various materials, such as bedrock, could

be cited. But most of the important, more extensive

cases have been covered in the above discussion. The
effect of the loess parent material on the soils of Illinois

cannot be overemphasized. Illinois, near its southern

border, includes the southern extent of continental

glaciation in North America. The Mississippi, Missouri,

Ohio, and Wabash rivers converged on Illinois in glacial

times, as they do now, and along with the Illinois

River, which is within the state, contributed large

amounts of loess to the Illinois landscape. Illinois is a

major melting pot or mixing bowl of the loesses in

the Midwest of the United States.
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